The dissociative recombination of H + 3 has been an intriguing problem for more than half a century. The early experiments on H + 3 during the first 20 years were carried out without mass analysis in decaying plasma afterglows, and thus the measured rates pertained to an uncontrolled mixture of H + 3 and impurity ions. When mass analysis was used, the rate coefficient was determined to be an uneventful value of about 10 −7 cm 3 s −1 , a very common rate coefficient for many molecular ions. But this was not the end of the story, not even the beginning of the end; it marked only the end of the beginning. The story I will tell in this article started about 10 years ago, when the dissociative recombination of H + 3 was approaching its deepest crisis. Today, owing to an extensive experimental and theoretical effort, the state of affairs has reached a historically unique level of harmony, although there still remains many things to sort out.
Introduction
This 10 years retrospective on the dissociative recombination of H + 3 is of course related to the fact that the first Royal Society Discussion Meeting (RSDM) on H At the first RSDM, one can summarize the situation as follows.
-There was consensus that the rate coefficient (k e ) at an electron temperature of 300 K as measured in ion storage rings was about 10 −7 cm 3 s −1 and that the H During the same time, it became clear that the rotational temperature in the ion storage ring experiments needed to be addressed. At CRYRING in Stockholm, several experiments using different ion source conditions in a hollow cathode source were performed during the spring of 2001 and presented at the symposium on dissociative recombination in connection with the American Chemical Society meeting in Chicago in August 2001 [22] . The rate coefficient depended on the ion source conditions (pressure, gas mixture), and hence, probably, on the rotational distribution, but the experiment was not well characterized and many questions remained, one of them obviously being: is it possible that the rate coefficient decreases radically when the rotational temperature is decreased?
The Chicago meeting also included a presentation by Glosik and coworkers [23] , in which the recombination rate coefficient for H + 3 was lowered to less than 3 × 10 −9 cm 3 s −1 . Figure 1 shows the recombination rate coefficient as a function of the D 2 density (for some reason, it was the D 2 density curve which was shown; however, an essentially identical curve was recorded for H 2 ) in the stationary afterglow experiment taken from Plasil et al. [23] . This figure was to play the key role during the coming years in Glosik's arguing for a very low, maybe negligible, recombination rate coefficient for H perhaps k e [assuming a rate coefficient of about 10 −7 cm 3 s −1 ] is wrong, in which case the cosmic-ray flux and electron fraction in diffuse clouds are what we expect them to be. But perhaps the current value of k e is correct! Then there is exciting new astrophysics waiting to be explored. . . either carbon is mostly not ionized in diffuse clouds or the cosmic-ray flux is much higher than generally thought.
Given the confusing situation in 2001 regarding the rate of recombination of H + 3 and its important astrophysical implications, Oka's cry for help [29] is understandable! But the clouds would soon disperse.
The clouds are dispersing
The H A supersonic expansion ion source was built and characterized at Berkeley, shipped to Stockholm and CRYRING for preliminary tests, shipped back to Berkeley for modifications and finally shipped back to Stockholm for experiments. The characterization of the rotational temperature of the H + 3 ions extracted from the ion source by means of cavity-ring-down spectroscopy showed that the ions were rotationally cold. The experiments at CRYRING gave a much more structured cross section than was obtained in earlier experiments, thus showing that the ions were colder than in any previous experiment [31] [32] [33] .
In any type of experimental physics endeavour, it is highly desirable that experimental results from one experiment are reproduced by another, completely independent, experiment. The efforts at TSR in Heidelberg, which had been proceeding in parallel with those at CRYRING for quite some time, were to play a decisive role. Kreckel et al. because it more immediately conveys the excitement we felt when we realized that the results from the two storage rings were in perfect agreement. It should be noted that the TSR result was not an absolute measurement but a relative one, normalized to the CRYRING result for high-energy peak at 10 eV. The small differences below 10 meV are entirely due to the small difference in electron temperature (see [36] for a detailed analysis of the electron temperature influence on the resolution in storage ring experiments). Recent experiments at the TSR gave absolute values in excellent agreement with the CRYRING results [37] .
Already when the CRYRING experiments with the supersonic expansion source were ongoing, the CRYRING team had been informed by Greene that he and his collaborators had found a convention inconsistency in their calculations [26] , which, when corrected, increased the cross section by a factor produced from normal H 2 [66] . The ratio of the rate coefficients of pure para-H + 3 to pure ortho-H + 3 was determined to be approximately 2 at low collision energies, which is too small a ratio to make dissociative recombination the dominant process in determining the ortho/para ratio of H + 3 in the diffuse interstellar medium [66] . A more careful analysis has since then modified this statement, suggesting that the ortho/para H + 3 ratio is controlled by a competition between dissociative recombination and thermalization via reactive collisions with H 2 [67] .
The isotopologues and nuclear spin effects
The para/ortho ratio has also been studied in the plasma afterglow [68, 69] , where a para/ortho rate coefficient ratio of approximately 10 or more if the error bars are taken into account was found at an electron temperature of 77 K, and Kokoouline and Greene's theoretical ratio at 77 K was 2.6 [64] .
Conclusions
I have attempted to describe some of the key advances in the study of the dissociative recombination of H A possible explanation for this was put forward by Petrignani et al. [71] , who, in a very careful and systematic study using different types of ion sources at the TSR, found that the rotational temperature experiments with storage rings claimed to have been carried out with cold ions (approx. 50 K) probably were done with ions having a rotational temperature around 300-400 K owing to poorly controlled heating mechanisms. The recombination rate coefficient's dependence on the rotational quantum number is sufficiently small to render the effect to be of only minor astrophysical importance; however, it suggests the desirability to develop an in situ measurement of the ion temperature in a storage ring.
To me, there is nevertheless something a little sad about ending an article by concluding that the long and controversial story of the dissociative recombination of H + 3 is approaching its final chapter. It gives me the same slightly sad emotion as each time I have been watching Mozart's Cosi fan tutte, his last great comic opera, and the curtain falls. Just as the belief that Mozart could have written another Cosi fan tutte if he had lived is a saddening thought, it is also a saddening thought to believe that H 
